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Abstract. Over a long time, adult education as well as ideological and political education of adult 

college students has not received enough attention at colleges with a lack of researches researching 

ideological and political educational theories for college students meanwhile, causing the lagging 

behind of researches into ideological and political educational theories of college students’ ideology 

and politics at present, thus they cannot provide good theoretical support for ideological and political 

education practices of adult college students. Based on this, this paper chooses main problems in 

ideological and political education of adult college students as the research topic with a combination 

of proposing problems, analyzing problems and solving problems with theoretical researches and 

practical exploration, and starting from enhancing publicizing ideological and political education of 

adult college students, strengthening construction of ideological and political educational theory and 

courses for adult college students, improving mechanism to evaluate ideological and political 

education of adult college students as well as communication methods, this paper proposes relevant 

scientific and feasible countermeasures and suggestions with a combination of theories and practice. 

Introduction 

Ever since the reform and opening up, after being recovered, developing, regulated and reformed, 

adult higher education in China has already become an important part of China’s higher education 

with significant contributions to the popularization of China’s higher education. There are two main 

mode of adult higher education in China: one is an independent adult college, which is worthy of the 

adult college one college within the adult (continued) College of education. The latter form is mainly 

relying on college education resources, according to the running conditions, night college, 

correspondence, examination and remote satellite TV and other forms of teaching. In the system of 

adult higher education, colleges and adult education is organized by a major force, main force plays 

an important role. 

The world is entering the era of knowledge economy, this is an international communication and 

closer cooperation, a new era of more intense competition in overall national strength, national 

competition of comprehensive national strength is the quality of the competition. Future talent needs 

more democratic legal system, with a noble sense of character and moral, generous natural science, 

social science knowledge base and independent search for knowledge, application of knowledge, 

innovation and development, serving the community. The era of knowledge economy, people must 

have a more broad and rich foundation of knowledge. Comprehensive knowledge of basic skills as 

well as the ability to grasp the trend of technological and social development, constantly inventive 
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and innovative, and should have a strong sense of professionalism and high sense of responsibility, 

can handle himself and others, individual and collective, individuals and the State, and the 

relationship between individuals and nature, having lofty moral. Development of knowledge 

economy inevitably resulted in one-sided pursuit of materialism and money, if not good ideological 

and political quality, must go astray. Good ideological and political quality is the foothold of the 

citizen in the future competition. Good political quality, can form a common ideal and spiritual pillar 

of the whole nation, enhancing national cohesion. 

Adult education study method is simple. Into taught students thought political education 

application research method, basically still stay in from situation policy, and experience to views 

thought of level Shang, lack on large practice experience of antibody, and general and theory 

sublimation, lack on problem for philosophy, and sociology, and psychology, and history learn, more 

angle, and more subject of thinking analysis, more lack in must theory guide Xia by for of closely of 

education experiment research, thus research results scientific and effectiveness sex poor. As a 

magazine had published an articles, the paper proposed "adult higher education students of low age 

of and learning form of full-time of increasingly close General University, this a changes means with 

entrance exam of content and level will increasingly close" of views, to argument "adult University 

Admissions and general university admissions exam “merged” of feasibility", on obviously just 

simple to from situation policy starting see problem, ignored has adult higher education of 

personality features, ignored has University into taught students just adult higher education students 

in the of part this a complex facts And so the argument is difficult to have the necessary scientific 

and effective. 

In view of our country college adult education of College Students' Ideological and political 

education the main problems and Countermeasures of domestic very few theoretical workers 

engaged in the research and in the integrity, the systematic need to continue to deepen the research. 

This study from the university into education in the ideological and political education status quo, 

through literature research and interviews in Colleges and universities to teach attribution analysis of 

existing problems in Ideological and political education of college students, combined with previous 

research, and strive to fully comprehensive, multi-level, angle proposed constructive suggestions, for 

China's colleges and universities to teach college students' Ideological and political education theory 

system contribute to improving. 

Overview of Ideological and Political Education for Adult College Students 

1976 UNESCO in Kenya Nairobi the 142 Member States represented in the General Assembly of 

Member States, unanimously adopted the development of adult education in the General regulations, 

in this Ordinance for the definition of the concept of adult education are: 

"'Adult education' is a word referring to Organization education process of overall, regardless of 

education process of content level and method how, regardless of it is formal education also is 

non-formal education, also regardless of it whether extends or replaced elementary and middle 

schools, and College, and University and apprentice period of primary education, through adult 

education, those was himself survival of social by admitted of into people can improve himself of 

capacity, and rich himself of knowledge, and improve himself of technology or career level, or 

makes himself to new of direction development, And changed itself in the full development of the 

personality and to participate in equal and independent social, economic and cultural development 

activities both in attitude or behavior. ” 
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This definition is proposed, clarifying the confusion of concepts of adult education, to a certain 

extent regulates the basic categories of adult education. Though due to different languages, errors in 

translation, with slightly different States on the statement, but in the States on the definition of the 

basic points are given greater recognition. Since then, UNESCO held a series of international 

conferences of the United Nations, driven by concepts such as adult education, continuing education 

and lifelong education worldwide, and as a new educational idea, conception, form a profound 

impact on education and social development of all countries. 

General adult education activities in world history has a long history, many historical data can 

prove, to the adult system, organized and purposeful education earlier than the formal education of 

young people. In ancient China, adult education and education of children are often mixed together. 

Xia, Shang, and Zhou dynasties in China to implement "rulers", and harmony as well as itch, and so 

educational institutions responsible for education. Spring and autumn and warring States periods, 

warlords, and feudal regime. In order to consolidate the country's political, military, economic, 

national Tai Hing "keeping" the wind, in the feudal regime, and strife in the world at the same time, 

States have hired some masters give advice, applicable to education and training, and thus the birth 

of the Confucius and Modi, Mencius, Xun Kuang and other thinkers and educators. They created the 

"no child left behind", "learning", "Refresh", "learn", "excellent", "good", such as education, and 

generally accepted in today's society the democratization of education, adult education, continuing 

education and lifelong education thought and sympathize. Check out history information of records, 

we not difficult see, human social early civilization of development and achievements all thanks Yu 

organization good of education system, thanks Yu those different Yu modern, but and modern 

education thought agitations of adult education thought, thanks Yu in this a thought guide Xia for 

various adult by for of religious, and war, and production technology, and culture and ruling of road 

of education and training. 

Effectiveness of Ideological and Political Education for Adult College Students 

Most current adult college students were born after the reform and opening up, they saw the party 

led the people to explore the great course of building socialism with Chinese characteristics, great 

social changes they experience the party with honest feelings. Adult education in colleges and 

universities ideological and political education of adult college students ' Outlook on life, values, 

world views has played an important role, has achieved some success, specific aspects are as 

follows: 

Main Stream of Ideological and Political Education Consciousness is Active, Healthy and 

Positive.The general university adult education college students through the reform and opening up 

and practice of socialism with Chinese characteristics pioneered by comrade Deng Xiaoping theory 

results brought by the feelings, love the party, love the motherland, love socialism, firmly support the 

party's line policies, highly agree with Deng Xiaoping theory and "three represents" important 

thought, fully trust the party central committee with comrade Hu Jintao as the general secretary, to 

adhere to the socialist road with Chinese characteristics and realizing the grand goal of building a 

moderately prosperous society in an all-round way is full of confidence. 

Time Spirit is Increasingly Enhanced with Patriotism Becoming the Common Emotion. 

Most colleges and universities adult education college students the patriotism, collectivism and 

socialism as a tireless pursuit of faith, and the development of the society is concerned about the 

future of the country. In fact, university adult education college students is much more rational than 
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the ordinary college students, is often more rational than emotional feelings, understanding of things 

and phenomena in the society is much mature. Although their understanding of the western society 

has great blindness and one-sidedness, but thankfully as it used to be that kind of blind worship of 

western liberalism or due to the outbreak of emotional impulse, the possibility of a farce and even 

tragedy basic does not exist in the adult education college students in colleges and universities. 

Outlook on Life and Value Tends to be Positive With Moral Standards Improved 

Significantly. University adult education college students positive, pragmatic and enterprising and 

pioneering consciousness, consciousness, competition consciousness distinct enhancement, the vast 

majority of adult education college students in colleges and universities to make contributions to 

society as the greatest happiness in life, in favor of the interests of the individual should obey 

national and collective interests. Most university adult education college students believe that to 

achieve the life ideal in entrepreneurship, must set up personal only to be better in the collective 

concept of development. Most university adult education college students think: volunteer service is 

one of the important symbol of modern civilization, when considering interests, should first consider 

the state and the collective interests, against the money is the decisive factor of happiness, 

competition will inevitably lead to interpersonal relationship is not harmonious, etc. Important 

factors to decide the value of life, a lot of adult education college students put's contribution to the 

society in the first place. 

Effectiveness of Ideological and Political Education Network is Gradually Emgrging. The 

university is of high technology and talent intensive areas, the Internet is more widely used in 

Colleges and universities, in-depth all aspects. It is a general trend to focus on the ideological and 

political education work and the activities of the university to teach college students, the ideological 

and political education is a general trend. Many colleges and universities have built specifically for 

colleges and universities to teach college students thought and political website, these websites 

adhere to with correct public opinion guiding students, use high-tech means enthusiasm to provide 

students with a scientific theory, cultural knowledge, exchange of ideas of many services, gradually 

appearing in the practical work of Ideological and Political Education effect. 

Main Problems in Ideological and Political Education of Adult College Students 

Because the party and government attach great importance, in the early 1950 s, many colleges and 

universities set up correspondence department, the implementation of the correspondence education. 

According to the 2007 national education career known statistical bulletin: "in 2007, the national 

accept various non-curricula higher education student 2.5289 million people, the graduation 4.1261 

million." For society has trained a large number of adult higher education to cultivate specialized 

personnel to use, to retain, greatly ease and meet the social need for all kinds of talents, to some 

extent, meet the requirement of the masses of the people to accept the strong desire of higher 

education, for social and economic reform, development and stability, to promote the construction of 

two civilizations made a contribution. We discussed in the achievements of adult education of 

ideological and political education at the same time, also should see the adult education of 

ideological and political education has many problems. 

Main Problems in Adult College Students Themselves. Adult education college students with 

more family expectations, responsibility, a lot of people still bear the heavy social work. As a result, 

they tend to professional learning enthusiasm high, or hope to successfully get a diploma as soon as 

possible, well pave the way for further promotion. Or you want to learn some useful technology and 
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expertise, and society. As for the politics theoretical study, the improvement of ideological 

awareness, often they think is dispensable, a waste of time. Many older students, their psychological 

has more to finalize the design, some difficulties and frustrations of life and work experience are 

often affect their political beliefs, combined with the adult education college students' social life is 

more complicated than the ordinary college students, their political beliefs are more easily affected 

by a variety of ideas rather than simply as a college students, this kind of condition to the adult 

education college students' ideological and political education put forward severe challenges. As 

mentioned earlier, adult education college students because of their experience and conditions, often 

eager to learn, lack of lofty ideals and dedication, utilitarian or a graduate diploma, so they often 

seem to be insufficient, self-regulating discipline and school ideological and political education work 

to this understanding is not enough. We tend to pay more attention to the ordinary college students, 

to study hard for the country's education is fast, for their study also relatively strict supervision and 

management, and the adult education college students, we value is not enough, daily management is 

not strict, more and more attention to how to help them complete their studies smoothly, get the 

diploma, and the ideal faith, moral character education do much and influence the overall effect of 

the adult education college students' ideological and political education. 

Main Problems in Management Institutions of Adult College Students and Their Staffs. 

Many adult education workers think that adult education college students is much more difficult than 

ordinary college students management, the idea makes them before not after the actual research, have 

distinction between attitude of adult education college students. This idea through word of mouth, in 

the part of the adult education workers formed a deep impression, in the mind of the adult education 

of ideological and political education work has a certain influence. 

Ideological and political education departments and managers of comparative neglect of adult 

college students ' ideological and political work, generally considered poor adult college students' 

Cultural Foundation, does not pursue professional learning to graduate schools tend to focus on the 

improvement of their cultural knowledge, in the form of adult education curriculum and teaching, 

teaching methods, more professional, and ignore their ideological and political education in the 

school. On the performance for the school of adult education with a view to streamlining, 

downsizing for efficiency, tends to be part of the party and Government posts abolished agencies 

merge, the political workers have no place. Administrative staff engaged in ideological and political 

education of too few people, power weakened. 

Main Problems in Other Aspects of Colleges. There are less adult college students ' Party and 

other student organizations in colleges and universities, adult education college students rarely have 

the opportunity to participate in the activities of student organizations, the lack of conditions for 

continuous learning and education, which makes adult than normal college students on party and 

state lines, principles and policies, and less knowledge of classical Marxist theory and political 

enthusiasm and ambition are not high. Lack of knowledge and adult education institutions, combined 

with a lack of full-time student ideological and political education staff, as well as funding 

constraints, strengthened through the student organization of adult college students ' ideological and 

political education is only on paper. For example, in developing excellent adult education college 

students joining the CPC's work compared with the training the students ' joining the work, much 

more weak, resulting in many excellent adult education college students in the school to join the 

party, obviously it would be conducive to the development of ideological and political education. 
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Discussion of Countermeasures of Ideological and Political Education of Adult College 

Students 

In the presence of the adult education in college students' ideological and political education 

problems and after full in-depth analysis of the reasons, workers and management institutions for 

adult education in colleges and universities should take action to strengthen and improve adult 

college students' ideological and political education. Following I will enhance the education of adult 

college students ' ideological and political advocacy, strengthening of adult college students' 

ideological and political education course construction, the perfect adult college students' ideological 

and political education evaluation mechanisms, improvement of adult college students' ideological 

and political education communication in four aspects, combining theory and practice, made 

scientific and operational suggestions. 

Strengthen Publicity of Ideological and Political Education of Adult Students. Adult College 

students ' ideological and political education in colleges and universities' function and role is 

multifaceted. It can not only make students professional ability improved, but also directly to enrich 

their spiritual world, raise their ideological and moral cultivation, strengthen their sense of mission 

and responsibility as adults, and in a broader sense to promote the continuous improvement of 

community spiritual civilization. In other words, adult college students ' ideological and political 

education in colleges is an important base for the construction of socialist spiritual civilization, to 

train people, shaping and improvement of adult education in too essential and objective. 

Establishment and development of the Socialist market economy, to the development of adult 

higher education opportunities, but also faces challenges of adult college students ' ideological and 

political education in colleges and universities. Running a form of diversity has made the source 

structure is more complex, resulting in a number of adult college students ' ideological and political 

education in colleges and universities students experience the diversity of learning background and 

motivation of the complex is formed, adding factors of adult college students ' ideological and 

political education in colleges and universities; School of open and socially inevitable social 

phenomenon of culture into the school. If, in relation to its mandate, in the face of global revolution, 

my burden of adult college students ' ideological and political education in colleges is not reduced, 

but increased. 

Promote the Process of Reforming Ideological and Political Courses for Adult College 

Students. Today's knowledge is characterized by: rapid growth, rapid development and quick 

change, can be said to be changing with each passing day. In this case, combined with the 

characteristics of the times of ideological and political education theory teaching materials 

development, teaching methods and forms to continue to improve. We must reform the 

knowledge-oriented teaching methods and replace them with enlightenment thinking, intellectual 

development, stimulate the activity of, focusing on cultivating students' ability to analyze and solve 

problems. Give full play to the ideological and political theory course teaching of main channel for 

students to establish a correct world Outlook, Outlook on life and values a good theoretical basis. 

Strengthening the practice teaching of ideological and political theory course link. Practical 

teaching is combined with various forms of social activities organized by the school. To draw up 

practical teaching of ideological and political theory in colleges and universities implementation plan, 

allocating special funds, arranging a school used to practice teaching. To establish the security 

system of college students ' social practice curriculum in colleges and universities, ensuring that 

social practice smoothly. Ideological and political theory education teaching activities to establish 
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organic links with the college students ' psychological health education, both to motivate each other, 

care for college students ' ideological and mental issues. Encouraging ideological and political 

theoretical teachers through professional training, participation in advisory activities on mental 

health education. 

Improve Evaluation System of Ideological and Political Education for Adult College 

Students. Sound College Adult Education and the ideological and political education of college 

students Evaluation System and Evaluation Index of great strategic significance, is conducive to 

promoting the work of a systematic and comprehensive manner to expand and achieve management 

education, teaching, service education, environmental education strategy objectives, 

recommendations Ministry of Education authorities, speed up the establishment contains adult 

education ideological and political education, including the assessment and evaluation index system, 

and actively take administrative measures to promote ideological and political education of college 

students in the examination and evaluation, and earnestly implement the CPC Central Committee on 

the 16th spirit of the document. 

Ideological and political education and education management integration, ideological and 

political work to achieve the transfer of the management of the political, the steward of managing 

people with ideological and political education in life together, is the only realistic way out of the 

woods ideological and political education "mismatch" of . And undergraduate teaching evaluation 

system, the combination of safety evaluation system, the establishment of ideological and political 

education evaluation system facilitates the process management and goal management unity of 

ideological and political work, the weak links and key and difficult management as ideological 

education, ethics, environment to create a focal point, the organic unity of the soft environment 

construction and Educational management of the hard environment of campus culture. This is not 

only changing methods of ideological and political education, but also the ideological and political 

education values change. 

Conclusions 

In preparation for the study "of adult college students' ideological and political education in 

colleges and universities: problems and countermeasures in research", my heart full of hope. With 

the deepening of research, I feel strongly that the Pathfinder's dazed and more difficult. Study of 

adult education both at home and abroad, but mostly concentrated on macro-research in education, 

specific details of research into practice. Particularly the ideological and political education in adult 

education, is the idea of special education, civic and political education abroad, but the difference is 

very large. And because some of the modern trend, such as "adults are forming ideas without the 

need of ideological and political education", "ideological and political education for college 

students", leading to a theoretical research almost few people involved in "adult college students ' 

ideological and political education in colleges and universities," this research area. 

In this study, mainly through documentary analysis and interviews, documents and interviews 

about the domestic situation of adult education in colleges and universities ideological and political 

education based on discovery and deep analysis of the cause of the problem. From the theoretical and 

practical aspects of the research: in theory, on college adult education goals, content, nature and 

characteristics, functions have been clearly defined; in practice, the College ideological and political 

education for adults was part of the interview and site visits. Finally made a number of more specific 
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measures, the education authorities in the settlement of adult education in colleges and universities 

ideological and political education work, solving the existing problems for reference. 
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